Let’s yarn about kindy

‘Education is the key. If they can start in a good environment like a kindy, they’ll succeed.’
Laurie Stewart, Toowoomba Community Leader
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‘If that pride and who they are is instilled in them at an early age, it holds them in good stead.’

Jim Jackson, Local Elder, Toowoomba
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“We want Indigenous educators to show our children the pathway and guide them in culture.”

Shandell Washington,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Mentor, Toowoomba

Go online, search ‘Yarn about kindy’
Just being involved as an Aboriginal person with our people, mainly our younger ones, it strengthens them.

Kevina Suey with Jeff Chesters, Toowoomba Community Leaders
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‘When the little kids come to kindy, they are no longer shy.’
– Aunty Robin Shipp, Local Elder, Toowoomba

‘We need to educate our children.’
– Aunty Zona Martin, Local Elder, Toowoomba

‘I make sure my grandchildren stay connected to their culture.’
– Aunty Irene Bevin, Local Elder, Toowoomba
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